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People with pacemakers need to have their device checked 
regularly, usually at least once a year, but due to COVID-19 
restrictions, it has been difficult to see patients face-to-face. 
Similar difficulties have occurred for those needing short-term 
heart monitors.

A pacemaker drive-through service is up and running 
for patients living in the Ipswich area where our cardiac 
physiologists can download information for the check from 
through the patient’s car window. 

Head of devices in Cardiology Nicola Chalk said: “One of our 
physiologists will pass the header to the patient in their car 
and this will be used to download the information the 
hospital needs, then, this information will link through to 
secure website for review.”

A heart monitor service has been set up for those in the 
Essex side of the patch, launching at Clacton Hospital initially. 
Patients drive to Clacton Hospital, park in a designated bay 
and then are given the machine and instructions detailing 
how to attach the monitor to themselves to record their 
heart patterns.

Head of Cardio-Respiratory services Sharon Archer said:
“When patients are referred for issues relating to their heart, 
maybe they’ve been feeling dizzy or have passed out, they’re 
often given a heart monitor to wear for 24 hours or a few days 
to see what is going on.

“The checks provide important diagnostic information and 
we’re pleased adapting our service in this way will ensure 
everyone who needs a heart monitor can do so safely.”

It means patients from our area (Suffolk and north Essex) will no longer need to travel to 
Cambridge or Basildon for the scan. It can be done right here.

Unlike the majority of scanners which produce still pictures, this machine produces moving 
images of the heart, timed with the heartbeat. It allows cardiologists to diagnose numerous 
heart conditions, find the causes of heart failure, look at how blood travels through the 
aorta and identify valve disease or scars in the heart muscle. 

Dr Neil Mangrolia, consultant cardiologist at ESNEFT and service lead, said: 
The introduction of this new service is fantastic news for our patients, 
as it gives them access to a really comprehensive test without the need 
to travel. This will have a particular impact on inpatients, who in the past 
would either need to take a 120-mile round trip in an ambulance for cardiac 
MRI or, if that was not possible, would have to have a less suitable test.”

Drive-through services 
launched for heart patients

Scanner brings cardiology care closer to home
A new MRI scanner which looks at moving pictures of the heart, its vessels and valves has arrived at Ipswich Hospital.

Our specialist cardiac teams have launched two innovative drive-through services for heart patients. 
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We were the first NHS team in the country to launch the 
revolutionary ‘colon capsule’ to help speed up a diagnosis of 
suspected colorectal cancer. 

Previously, patients needing further investigation would 
normally go into hospital and have a colonoscopy. This involves 
inserting a long flexible camera to look inside their colon and 
help diagnose issues such as ulcers, diverticulitis or a tumour. 

The colon capsule works in a similar way, but by the patient 
swallowing the jellybean-sized capsule which contains two 
tiny cameras. It takes four pictures every second as it passes 

through a patient’s system – most importantly of the lining of 
their bowel – so doctors can see what is happening inside.

Dr Mary McStay, consultant gastroenterologist based at 
Colchester Hospital, is one of the team working on a national 
pilot study in England to assess how effective the colon capsule 
will be investigating patients referred for urgent investigation 
of symptoms suggestive of colorectal cancer. She said: 

This is a very exciting 
development, as it means patients 
needing these really important 
investigations can have them done 
as an outpatient and it will speed 
up the process and diagnosis.

“The patient will be able to go home rather than stay in the 
hospital while the procedure is done.

“The patient will need to take some laxatives at home before 
the test to prepare their bowel. They will then come to the 
clinic and be fitted with a sensor belt and data recorder where 
the images are stored. After they swallow the capsule they can 
go home and let it run its course.

‘’The technology is so clever; the recorder beeps to tell the 
person when to take more laxatives to help the capsule pass 
through the bowel and when the capsule has left their body.”

It’s only the size of a jellybean but don’t 
be fooled – this super-clever double camera is 
going to help us detect cancer and save lives. 

Scanner brings cardiology care closer to home
A new MRI scanner which looks at moving pictures of the heart, its vessels and valves has arrived at Ipswich Hospital.

Tiny capsule camera to help 
detect cancer from the inside

Above: Members of the team working on the colon capsule pilot 
Left: The first patient taking the colon capsule at Colchester Hospital

Read more 
about the

 pilot on our 
website.
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The acute medical team welcomed their fi rst patients to the 
new unit this April.

AMSDEC is for patients with conditions such as chest 
infections or palpitations who need quick treatment but not 
a hospital stay. 

Staff are working across the new fi rst-fl oor AMSDEC unit and the 
existing Emergency Assessment Unit on the ground fl oor below.

Thanks to everyone involved 
in the opening of the unit.

An AMSDEC unit has been 
running successfully at 
Colchester Hospital for more 
than a year and signifi cantly 
reduces the time patients 
spend in hospital.

New medical unit helps 
patients get home sooner

Oxygen upgrade

We’ve opened an Acute Medical Same Day Emergency Care (AMSDEC) unit at Ipswich Hospital.

Teams are taking the fi rst major steps to upgrade and increase the oxygen 
supplies to our acute hospitals.

Colchester Hospital has taken delivery of these mammoth cylinders (vacuum 
insulated evaporators or VIEs) that bulk store liquid oxygen before it is converted 
into gas oxygen for our patients. The same upgrade is happening at Ipswich 
Hospital too.

It’s a project worth more than £1million and is funded by national NHS investment.

As well as increasing the amount of oxygen we can store, teams are also 
upgrading the pipework and other infrastructure. This will increase the availability 
of high-fl ow oxygen therapy (such as non-invasive, or NIV, therapy support 
needed for treating poorly Coronavirus (COVID-19) patients).

Thanks to all teams involved in the project including our Estates and 
Facilities colleagues.

Paul Cansdale (left) and 
Nick Bailey (right) with the 
new oxygen equipment at 

Colchester Hospital.
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It’s the biggest vaccination programme 
in the history of the NHS. And our teams 

of vaccinators, clinical staff, administrative 
staff and volunteers have made our 

hospital vaccine hubs a big success story.

The teams at Ipswich and Colchester hospitals have 
given more than 70,000 doses, mostly to our staff 

and other health and care workers from the local area.

The vaccine is given as an injection into a person’s 
upper arm. It’s given as two doses – the second dose 

up to 12 weeks after the fi rst.

The NHS will let you know when it’s your turn to have the vaccine. 
If you live in Suffolk or north east Essex and want to fi nd out more 

about the vaccination programme, visit www.sneevaccine.org.uk 

Vaccinating 
the nation

These photos 
show the 

Coronavirus 
(COVID-19) vaccine 
rollout in full swing 

at our hospitals.
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Commendation  Awards 
for colleagues with extraordinary stories 
We’ve said thank you to these brilliant colleagues 
with ESNEFT Commendations Awards. These awards 
are for colleagues who go over and above.

Sophie Bloomfield 
There’s nothing sketchy about this 
NHS therapy assistant’s dedication to 
her patients. Let us paint you a picture 
of why Sophie is an NHS star…

On shift at Ipswich Hospital, Sophie 
was helping to care for a patient with 
dementia. Despite efforts of staff, 
the patient was unable to settle and 
find comfort. 

Sophie called the patient’s husband, 
found out the patient was an artist 
and brought in some art supplies. 
Sophie regularly encouraged the 
patient to draw and write which gave 
her a creative outlet for her emotions. 

It brought the patient comfort and 
helped the patient express herself 
more easily to the ward team. 

Joshua Rush 
Saving lives is all part of the day job 
in the Emergency Department (ED)… 
but not usually in the car park! 
But that’s what ED assistant Josh 
stepped in to do when a gentleman 
fell unwell outside Ipswich Hospital. 

Josh was walking back from the 
pathology lab when he spotted the man 
looking unwell and about to collapse. 
He stopped to help and soon the 
patient’s heart stopped.

Just minutes away from the Emergency 
Department, Josh could have run back 
for help. But recognising the importance 
of speed, he started life-saving CPR 
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation) right 
then and there in the car park. 

The patient survived and was able to go 
back home to his family the next day. 

Ros Jacklin
Being a surgeon is not just about your 
skills on the operating table, and we 
were asked by a patient to say a special 
thank you to Colchester Hospital 
breast surgeon Ros.

The patient was devastated when 
diagnosed with breast cancer and – 
on top of everything – knew her series 
of mental health problems were going 
to make facing treatment difficult.

But she said she ‘couldn’t have met a 
more kind and caring doctor’ than Ros.

Ros contacted many of the mental 
health professionals supporting the 
patient to make sure all the care was 
coordinated in the best possible way.
She calmed the patient when she was 
in tears and helped her overcome every 
fear and worry at every hospital visit.
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Commendation  Awards 
for colleagues with extraordinary stories 

Fran Friston 
Fran is a community matron with a big 
heart – nominated for a Commendation 
Award by the granddaughter and carer of 
a dying man.

Sarah, a facilities team leader at Aldeburgh 
Hospital, was worried her grandfather was 
going to die in the busy wards of Ipswich 
Hospital, which wasn’t what he wanted. 

Sarah and her family wanted a quieter 
death for her grandfather and she 
thought time was running out. Fran 
was ‘approachable, professional and 
compassionate’ and was able to arrange 
for the patient to be transferred to 
Aldeburgh Hospital, where the family’s 
wish for him to die somewhere quiet 
was fulfilled. 

Calvin Reid
Security colleague Calvin went in at 
the deep end on a tricky day at work… 

Calvin didn’t think twice before 
getting in the lake at Colchester 
Hospital after a patient left a ward 
and jumped in. 

The patient was taken back to 
safety and – after a quick change out 
of his soggy uniform into a pair of 
hospital scrubs – Calvin was back on 
duty for another 13 hours.

We gave Calvin one of our 
Commendation staff awards to say 
well done and thank you.

Mark Hazleton
We’ve given an award to our very own 
Mr Fix-It – hospital craftsman Mark.
Mark wasn’t going to let a missing part 
stand in the way of getting a job done 
when the children’s unit at Ipswich 
Hospital needed some extra heating.

An additional waiting area was 
created for young patients during the 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 
But there was an issue with a heating 
valve and the vital part needed for the 
job was going to take a while to arrive.

But a typical tradesman and plumber 
by background, Mark knew he had the 
exact part at home so he nipped back 
home, brought it in, fixed the heating 
and kept our young patients toasty.
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Children’s nurses from Ipswich and Colchester hospitals were reassigned to adult Critical 
Care during the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic to help where it was needed most.

From the children’s ward to critical care

Fourteen children’s nurses were reassigned and here, two of the team 
share their stories.

Lois Bemrose (pictured left) is based at Colchester Hospital and usually 
specialises in paediatric diabetes. She said: 

For a start the patients don’t want to run away 
from you when you go to give them an injection. 

“With children, a lot of reasons they come to hospital are for broken 
bones, asthma or breathing problems, appendicitis, bronchiolitis or 
feeding issues with babies. Obviously with ITU (intensive therapy unit) 
it’s very different and most patients in ITU are sedated and don’t have 
anyone with them.

Alice Nash (pictured right), usually a paediatric high dependency 
coordinator based at Ipswich Hospital, said: “We’re not used to using 
ventilators in paediatrics, which has been new, and even the physical size of 
the patient in ITU is different so takes a lot more staff to move somebody.

Say hello to our new 
Director of People
Kate Read is our new Director of People and Organisational 
Development and in this role she is keen to focus on how 
she supports, engages and encourages our staff.

Kate is committed to making sure the wellbeing agenda is at 
the forefront of our plans and is looking forward to making 
changes to support staff following a recent staff survey.

She said: “My number one priority is to make sure, as an 
organisation, we look after and support all staff in their 
roles, so everyone can, in turn, contribute to the delivery 
of the best possible care for our patients. A full 

interview with 
Kate is on 

the ESNEFT 
website

I am ambitious about ESNEFT becoming an even better place to 
work but I can’t achieve that by myself. I hope that everyone 
thinks about the impact they have on their colleagues and teams.”

I have far more confi dence in managing a patient’s airway now. It’s also been very 
different communicating with family members. With children they have their family there, 
but with people on ITU at the moment they don’t, so I’ve had to adapt the way and how 
I communicate to a loved one.”
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From the children’s ward to critical care Our fi rst advanced 
critical care practitioner
Nia Fortuna, who works in 
the Critical Care Unit (CCU) 
at Ipswich Hospital, has 
been appointed as our fi rst 
ever advanced critical care 
practitioner.

It follows a two-year course at 
university while continuing to 
work full time caring for seriously ill patients.

Nia is now able to complete many of the duties 
traditionally carried out by doctors, including 
admitting and discharging patients, prescribing 
medication and performing procedures such as 
inserting complex lines.

Nia has spent the past 15 years working in nursing 
roles in CCUs, including 13 years as an intensive 
care unit sister at Colchester Hospital. She said: 
“It is immensely rewarding to admit a very sick 
patient but see signifi cant improvements just a 
few hours later, all because you have managed to 
fi nd out what is wrong and provide the care and 
treatment they need to take the fi rst steps on the 
road to recovery.

It is very much a team effort. 
I work closely with our 
doctors to diagnose patients 
and set out a treatment plan, 
then will liaise with nursing 
colleagues to help move that 
treatment forward.”

Say hello 
to our new 
Chief Nurse

New Chief Nurse Giles Thorpe took on the role before the second 
wave of Coronavirus (COVID-19) hit. 

With a 20-year career in the NHS, beginning in intensive care, Giles said 
he is often humbled by his peers, now more than ever.

He says: “I’m astounded by the sheer dedication of staff throughout 
the pandemic. Members of the team are working in areas they’ve never 
been to before. They’re putting patients before themselves every day and 
may have been personally affected by this too. The commitment and 
fl exibility of the workforce is amazing.

“I’ve spent a large part of my career in end-of-life care, working in 
intensive care and for NHS Blood and Transplant. Working with traumatic 
death was one of the most humbling parts of my clinical experiences. 
It wasn’t easy supporting someone’s loved ones to 
make diffi cult decisions, but very grounding.”

Speaking of ambitions for our nursing workforce, 
he said: “I want to reignite nurse-led research projects 
and encourage academic clinical development. 

I feel really strongly about the importance 
of staff development and want to support 
staff academically, to go and work in a different 
environments for a time if they want to, have 
experiences and come back and share the learning.”

New bladder scanner
A new bladder scanner has arrived at Colchester Hospital’s Radiotherapy 
Department thanks to donations to the Colchester and Ipswich Hospitals Charity.

Advanced practitioner radiographer Clair Mckeown said “Before we had to 
keep transporting the bladder scanner back and forth, taking it in turns to use 
and waiting for colleagues to fi nish. Having a new second scanner has defi nitely 
improved the workfl ow and stops patients having to wait with an uncomfortably 
full bladder before it is their turn”.

Senior therapeutic radiographer Ali Hughes-Jones said: “The bladder scanner 
helps with the accuracy of our treatment and with the side effects for patients.”

A full 
interview with 

Giles is on 
the ESNEFT 

website
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A whole lot of help from 
our ward liaison officers 

Adrian Manning
Adrian usually works as a medical records clerk but 
decided to volunteer as a ward liaison officer because 
he wanted to help patient-facing staff on the frontline.

He completed 18 shifts across three wards and said: 
“Volunteering as a WLO was a jump into the unknown 
and not without risk, as I worked on a COVID-19 ward. 
But my intuition was that it was the right thing to do. 

The learning curve was steep….I was left 
with huge respect for all the ward staff and 
their stoical professionalism under levels of 
duress I’d struggle to deal with.”

Normally, Stef processes new volunteer applications for ESNEFT in her 
role as voluntary services recruitment administrator. 
But she found herself on the other side of the fence as a WLO.

She said: “I did lots of things I would never normally do. It was really 
worthwhile and gave me a sense of purpose.

Although I know I am doing my bit during the pandemic by bringing in 
volunteers to help with the vaccination programme, working on the ward 
made me feel like I was making a real difference.” 

Stef Thurston

In the second wave 
of the Coronavirus 
(COVID-19) 
pandemic, ESNEFT 
staff in non-clinical 
roles stepped 
forward to help 
on our wards. 

The ward liaison officer 
(WLO) role saw staff 
redeployed for a shift 
or two a week. 

Work included answering 
phone calls from patients’ 
relatives and passing on 
messages, wiping down 
equipment to keep 
it clean, packing and 
unpacking stock, booking 
patient transport and 
collecting prescriptions 
from pharmacy.

Here are the stories of 
three colleagues who 
volunteered to be WLOs. 

Maia Brett
Maia works in the ESNEFT communications team, occasionally visiting 
wards for news stories, but she volunteered as a WLO once a week. 

She said: “As someone who was new to the ward environment, I was 
humbled by the way the team worked together and their collective 
understanding of the importance of each individual’s role. 

“I was shown such kindness and enthusiasm as they 
taught me all I would need to know to keep the ward 
running as smoothly as possible and answer my many 
questions! It has been an experience I shall never forget.”
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A whole lot of help from 
our ward liaison officers 

Patients who need surgery are supported by many NHS people in operating theatres, 
but what do you know about surgical care practitioners (SCPs)? 

SCPs provide highly skilled care in operating theatres, wards and outpatient clinics. 
They are trained to assist with both open and keyhole operations and can carry out 
some procedures themselves too – including wound closure and minor surgery.

Spotlight on surgical 
care practitioners

Jane Hendricks qualified as a nurse in Dublin and in 1989 
began a job as a staff nurse in theatres at Colchester Hospital. 

SCPs did not exist then, but at the beginning of her career Jane 
was heavily involved with setting up a training programme 
which now forms the basis of SCP training today.

The best part of my job is the patient contact and 
supporting them through their journey while working 
with every member of the team to improve patient 
care and experience.”

Debbie Gooch is based at Colchester Hospital and, after 
10 years as a nurse, completed a master’s degree in advanced 
clinical practice.

We get to know patients who return over the years 
and also form close relationships with patients who 
have undergone complex surgery, or who need long 
term wound care and follow up treatment.”

Not long after qualifying as a nurse, Estelle Martin looked 
after a complex wound patient who was seen by a SCP – 
it was Jane Hendricks.

Estelle said: “She swept into the room, assessed the patient 
and developed a care plan all while informing and involving 
the patient and teaching the poor newly qualified staff nurse 
in the corner.

I vividly remember at the time thinking if I could be 
half the nurse that she was I was doing a good job.”

Ali Beckett has worked in various specialities at Ipswich 
Hospital including gynaecology, orthopaedics, day surgery, 
plastics and dermatology and emergency general surgery.

Last year, Ali completed her master’s degree in surgical care 
practice and she also spent time on the Critical Care Unit as part 
of the Trust’s response to the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

It was a scary time and very different to my SCP 
role, but it gave me the opportunity to work with a 
fantastic team, learn lots of new skills and really make 
a difference to someone’s life.”

We’ve spoken 
with four SCPs in 

our general surgery 
team to find 

out more. 

Estelle Martin, Debbie Gooch 
and Jane Hendricks

Ali Beckett 
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Update from young 
artist Background Bob
You may remember Noah, also known as Background Bob, 
from our last magazine.

Noah, from Essex, started a lockdown art project with his dad and 
asked artists from across the world to collaborate. Hundreds of 
artists responded and Noah designed picture backgrounds for the 
artists to complete. 

Each piece has been sold in an online 
auction and together raised £81,000, 
while a sale of the book featuring the 
pictures has raised £18,000.

Noah’s family have donated the money to 
the Children’s Department at Colchester 
Hospital where Noah has received 
treatment since he was born.

Now Noah has started his second project 
and you can keep up-to-date with it on 
Instagram @background_bob

Update!

Pregnant women who are at risk of having a 
premature baby can now receive targeted support 
to reduce their chances of early delivery thanks to a 
specialist clinic at Ipswich Hospital. 

The pre-term prevention clinic was launched this year to 
reduce the number of women delivering early or losing their 
babies because of a late miscarriage.

It offers at risk women check-ups every two to four weeks 
so any changes which indicate they are likely to go into 
labour early can be picked up before they have symptoms. 
They can then be offered a range of different interventions 
to prolong the pregnancy, including hormone treatment or 
a small operation to hold the cervix closed.

All women booking their antenatal care at Ipswich now 
have an individualised risk assessment for pre-term birth. 

Miss Joanna Cook, consultant in obstetrics and gynaecology, 
and fetal medicine specialist Mr Nishi Deole, (both pictured) 
who run the weekly clinics in Ipswich, are now working 
with colleagues at Colchester Hospital to introduce a similar 
service for pregnant women in north Essex.

Support for mums-to-be at increased risk of premature labour 
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A new Pathology molecular 
testing lab for ESNEFT
Here is an architect’s impression of the new 
£5million Pathology molecular testing lab which 
is being built at Ipswich Hospital.

The lab is a key part of our response to Coronavirus (COVID-19) 
as well as giving us a modern diagnostic toolkit for tests ranging 
from flu and MRSA to rapid cancer tests for years to come. 
When it opens we will be in total control of our testing capacity, 
with no need to outsource and rely on other testing sites.

At the start of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic 
we could not carry out any of the tests.

Swabs had to be sent away and results arrived several days later.

Our pathology teams set out to launch a new molecular testing 
service from scratch and, a year later, data shows we are 
performing the seventh highest number of tests among any 
NHS or Public Health England labs in England.

Building work 
started at the 

beginning of the 
year and here is a 

picture of the 
work so far
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New augmented reality (real world) technology is now helping 
our surgeons polish their keyhole surgery skills. The simulation 
equipment, based at the ICENI Centre at Colchester Hospital, 
uses motion-tracking in a specialist training box to measure 
a learner’s performance and improvement over time, in turn 
helping to determine whether they are ready to begin operating 
on patients.

Send your items to...ESNEFT life See back page for details

The white stuff didn’t stop these chilly but dedicated 
community teams from getting to their patients. 
Our NHS staff worked incredibly hard to get to work, 
both in our hospitals and in the local community 
while it snowed. Here are some of their snow 
pictures from out on the road. 

Celebrate...
Bite-size good news stories from around our Trust

Our Neonatal Unit teams have created short videos 
to help parents of babies likely to be admitted 
to neonatal care. The fi lms can be found on the 
ESNEFT YouTube channel. They shows tours of the 
units, explain different types of neonatal care and 
equipment, tell parents what support is available 
and explain how parents can get involved with their 
baby’s care.

Former Colchester Hospital nurse Maggie Hargraves 
was diagnosed with bladder cancer last year and 
received end of life care from our teams this winter. 
Her ex-husband Dave Hargraves went to stay with her 
in November to help look after her and couple decided 
they would like to remarry. As Maggie was in hospital, 
in stepped the ESNEFT Chaplaincy team who put all 
the preparations in place for the January wedding. 
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Pregnant women with autism are being 
offered a series of support plans created 
to help them communicate about their 
care through pregnancy, labour and the 
postnatal period. The series of plans, 
offering support during pregnancy, 
birth and then postpartum, have been 
developed by Karen Henry, an ESNEFT 
midwife who also has autism.

A group of 200 student health professionals have been able to continue their 
learning at ESNEFT thanks to the efforts of our education pre-registration 
team to rapidly launch virtual placements. The Coronavirus (COVID-19) 
pandemic had the potential to severely hamper pre-registration programmes. 
Head of clinical education and workforce Therese Elliott said: “Keeping 
everyone safe was our top priority, but we needed to progress students on 
the programmes they had enrolled on, as well as making sure we didn’t 
delay students qualifying.”

A project designed to give general surgery junior doctors joining 
Colchester Hospital all of the information they need to settle into their 
new roles has won top prize at a national conference. The e-handbook 
introduces consultants, specialist nurses and medical secretaries, as well 
as giving contact details and information about rotas, ward rounds, 
on-call arrangements and night shifts. Surveys carried out following the 
handbook’s introduction showed that 100% of doctors felt it helped 
them transition into their new job smoothly. 

Young patients and their families are 
continuing to feel the benefi ts of music 
therapy at Ipswich Hospital, despite 
the challenges of the Coronavirus 
(COVID-19) pandemic. In person music 
therapy may have come to an abrupt 
end but the play team worked hard 
to get it launched online as soon as 
possible and from September it has 
continued online. The ward staff help 
the young patients on the ward while 
a trained music therapist interacts with 
them virtually. Lucas (pictured), aged 
two, is frequently in and out of hospital 
and fi nds it diffi cult to settle and relax 
which can be exhausting for him and his 
mum. Music therapy has a very calming 
effect on him. His mum, Tanya, said: 
“Lucas now associates this music with 
time to relax and sleep, it works great!”

New parking technology is being 
introduced at Ipswich Hospital 
to make it easier for everyone 
to park. The hospital team is 
introducing an automatic number 
plate recognition (ANPR) system 
for staff and visitor parking in 
May. The biggest benefi t for 
visitors and patients is that new 
payment machines are being 
introduced which will allow them 
to pay for parking using their 
bank card or their mobile phone, 
as well as cash. Car parking 
charges, discounts and exemptions 
remain the same. See our ESNEFT 
website for details
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To contact the team behind this magazine, please email 
communications@esneft.nhs.uk or call 01473 704372.

        @EastSuffolkNorthEssexNHS

        @ESNEFT             @esneft

If you would like to read ESNEFT life 
in another language, please contact us on 01473 704770.

East Suffolk and
North Essex

Look at these paintings by Critical Care nurse Camilla Eyley-Scott. 

Camilla works at Ipswich Hospital and paints her colleagues from the frontline as she relaxes at home. 
She said: “I can go into my own little world [when painting] and it’s fantastic for my mental health. 

The pictures have received more than 14,000 likes on social media.

Volunteers do their bit 
packing up swab tests
We are so grateful to every volunteer who has given 
their time to help support staff and our patients during 
the pandemic. 

As the demand for testing grew, hospital volunteers have 
dedicated their time by joining the hospital teams packing 
thousands of swab kits for Coronavirus (COVID-19). 

Each kit has to be packed perfectly to ensure every test can 
be handled safely and there are no hold ups in the laboratory 
and the results are accurate.

Critical care nurse’s watercolour paintings

I’m so proud 
of all my 
colleagues.”

Saying thank you
We have created these thank you badges for 
everyone who works at ESNEFT.

It follows requests from colleagues to acknowledge service 
here during the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

The badges are winging their way to 
all ESNEFT colleagues. From frontline 
staff who’ve put on their PPE to 
care for patients, to admin staff 
who’ve been working hard at home 
– everyone has played their part in 
caring during COVID-19.


